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Abstract  

Functional & Communicative English This paper focuses on the need for learning English for these two approaches have been 
adopted and explained one is the critical thinking and the other is communicative English, and to further elaborate the two approaches 
will be considered to decide how the present curriculum should be designed.  

The critical thinking as the matchless aim for learning process and is also applicable on learning English language. These skills 
are analyzing, evaluation, synthesis, weighing best option and productive questioning. Qualitative method dominates over qualitative 
data and it is an interpretive approach and it is linked to the observation, phenomenology and discourse analysis. When working for the 
development of functional English curriculum is done then we have to think about the environment of a country like its nature, traditions 
and other practices. This becomes the first step to think in the direction of generating a robust functional English content. The second 
thing which is important is to decide what level of education is best suitable for the incubation of functional English competency. The 
primitive level of education should be more focusing on the formal English and the intermediate level is suitable for any sort of 
experimentation by the name of functional English. Introducing anything in the form of content decides the future of a curriculum so 
the content should be relevant and having clear approach in fulfilling the goal of functional English.  The details discussed in this chapter 
will try to give a very clear vision of the terms related to construct functional English curriculum. While exploring the basics one can 
move further in going more precise about its all components to move in the right direction.  

 
Keywords:  Curriculum, Critical Thinking, Communicative, Functional Learning Qualitative and Qualitative. 
 
Introduction  
 Critical thinking is the matchless aim for the learning process even it is applies to learning English language. Writing an essay 
or speaking the simplified details is good at the preliminary level of language learning but the incubation of critical thinking is a must 
since the inception of mature and logical life.  The National Education Policy document (2009) in Pakistan stated the aforesaid assertion 
with full emphasis. The Higher Education Commission, Pakistan collaborated with a team from the United States Agency of 
International Development (USAID) and developed a functional English curriculum. Counter balancing the two things one is the critical 
thinking approach and the other is developing the guts of functional use of English language is just the hands -on practice of language 
learning rules. Looking at the English language with a prospective that it becomes the sharper tool of skill for the learner than ever as 
per its application is a critical approach towards its learning.  
 
 The study in Pakistan has been done in two phases simply in one where all the expectations regarding the functional English 
and developing critical thinking process are collected through an intact process with the proof of data authentication, and further these 
data are processed to cite some finding for designing the functional English curriculum including the critical thinking element. This is 
the reason that this study is referred for this chapter discussion as it is relevant to learning functional English.  
 
 The collected data was analyzed using the qualitative and qualitative data tools like SPSS and NVivo in this study to predict 
the further steps to generate a functional English curriculum.  
 
 Before talking about developing such   a curriculum, it is important to go into the incubation process of critical thinking. This 
goes through the skills like analyzing, evaluation, synthesis, weighing the best option, and productive questioning. The role of productive 
questions is at a higher level than other elements. Placing the learners in the situation time and again will improve them for sure. This 
type of exercise is useful for students as per the studies done by Gokhale (1995), Duron, Limbach and Waugh (2006), Masduqui (2011), 
Yusuf and Adeoye (2012) and Abrami (2014). Task -based learning is good if the purpose of the task activity is to convey a particular 
meaning. Nuan (2006) researched this field and declared it a good part of any syllabus. 
 
    The Task is not to create a complex system but to just provide a piece of paper containing some meaningful and measurable 
task to mobilize the language skills of students. The given task should be comprehensive and complete in all orders. “The task should 
also have a sense of completeness, being able to stand alone as a communicative act in its own right with a beginning, the middle and 
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an end.”(17) Mac Mohan and another researcher emphasized collaboration and interdependence and Boyapati prefers to give proper 
time to students for thinking critically by practice and feedback. 
 
 As far as the critical data is concerned Qualitative method dominates over qualitative data and it is an interpretive approach 
and it is linked to the observation, phenomenology, and discourse analysis. On the other side Quantitative data collection is taken as a 
positivist approach which deems that there is reality outside and that can be known by experiment and survey research. This kind of 
basic knowledge is required for critical thinking. The Communicative or functional purpose of language learning is fulfilling the work 
using language successfully in a situation or event. 
 
 Coleridge told in the critical note of Lyrical Ballad that language develops at the three levels; first, individual, second, at the 
level of class and third, at the level of universe. He objected the word ‘real’ used by Wordsworth and preferred the word ‘ordinary’ 
which is called ‘Lingua Communis’. Functional English works at the level of individual and class more than the universal form of 
sentence structures. The content of the syllabus of functional English is represented by the socio-semantic category which is generated 
by its linguistic proponents. 
 
 When we are working for the development of functional English curriculum then we have to think about the environment of a 
country like its nature, traditions and other practices. This becomes the first step to think in the direction of generating robust functional 
English content. The second important thing is to decide that at which level of education is best suitable for the incubation of functional 
English competency. The primitive level of education should be more focusing on formal English and the intermediate level is suitable 
for any sort of experimentation by the name of functional English. Introducing anything in the form of content decides the future of a 
curriculum so the content should be relevant and having clear approach in fulfilling the goal of functional English. Assessing the present 
situation of the curriculum is that the content is not fulfilling the daily requirement of students, teachers, common peoples and expatriates. 
The real content of functional English if someone wants to experience can be found in the text on electrical appliances or medicine 
bottles, the wrapper of toffee, or ay chocolate. If we take the mean of the opinions regarding the utility of the present syllabi then the 
mean and the standard deviation is generally found low. 
 
 Identifying the major generic functions is the fundamental approach for generating the grammatical instructions and patters to 
suffice these situations. These categories are depending on the behavior of a student in a situation.  The First one has to see the physical 
environment around students and then the rough categories of behavior can be drawn. 
 
 All the places like home, airport, shopping mall, swimming pool, and at the street are the places where students interact; all the 
situations can be categorized in three categories notional, functional and situational. Facing the real content language wise and changing 
the rigid attitude where a teacher is not ready to consider that he needs an update and just following the impractical approach where no 
student is made competent in facing the real- life situation by using his classroom learning. The applied communicative functional 
English, notional English and situational English are different areas in which teaching-learning process is possible. 
 
 The Ministry of Saudi Arab has given importance to the communicative functional approach in English learning as it is stated 
in Subahi Abdul (1988) “The communicative/functional approach used in the intermediate programme should be justified as the needs 
of learners, society and the Saudi authority (Ministry of Education) require it. It is a collaborative work by students and teachers.  
 
 For communicative English, sometimes the formation of the class has to be changed by making the students sit in a circle or 
instructing the students for role play or any writing board techniques. Acquiring all the required regalia is also a challenge because the 
financial factor affects the availability of such material fit for functional English. The classroom must reflect the practicality of the 
communication particularly targeting the cultural behavioral target. The issue of finance where we think about the expense of realia is 
satisfied by saying that it is possible to procure in the same price which is generally spent on the learning of English. British Council 
made a report on the laboratories of language learning in 1980 and their report says that there are 300 laboratories in KSA and hardly 
any one is in full access or giving results practically.  The Visit of the students and teachers to foreign English -speaking countries is 
also the vital part of learning functional English.  
 
 The testing method should be changed as the students should be judged on the basis of communicative functional approach 
rather than linguistic knowledge of English. Thematic models, videos and audio clips can be used. Introducing a journal of English for 
keeping the functional English approach up can help a lot. The ‘Scale and Category’ theory to the latest focus on functional approach 
can be traced to get the actual track for developing the functional English curriculum. 
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 After the common syntactic expression, a researcher can find the super structure of its communicative or functional approach. 
On sentence can be giving various meanings and these can divide into two parts mini-narratives and meta-narratives. The functional 
aspect of the language works in the outer space of the society but it comes from the structural pattern of a sentence. The functional 
components are in its structures and its effect is seen at the outer part. A speaker or writer embodies his idea in the structure and words 
of a sentence to let it play at the level of conveying the meaning. With the situation and semantic meaning, a sentence aims at the targeted 
meaning. A single structure is a bundle of various functional patterns as per the functional words like articles, prepositions and helping 
verbs. The content words like Noun and verbs also have function in the semantic interpretation of any expression. The selection for 
lexical pattern depends on the situation and mood of a person. The germination of the ideation is very important because this suffuses 
the life into structure and automatically arranges the words to create a pattern to aim a meaning. The mini-narrative becomes the lexical 
pattern of life and the meta-narrative the syntactic pattern.  
 
    It is difficult to find out the particular semantic meaning of any structure because sometimes they are just structures and there 
is no sign of any particular meaning. In the case of modal verbs we see that only few structure are specific which indicates a distinct 
functional meaning and the rest of structures give a sense of similarity. Justifying a sentence structure for a justifiable semantic meaning 
is a challenge. At three levels the meaning of any sentence can be analyzed according to Sadock.  The first level is the intended 
communicative function where the speaker or writer will intend a meaning and construct a sentence in parallel to the intention. The 
second level is of finding the surface meaning where in a context, one has to find the meaning, and the third level is an intermediate 
position; in this indirect meanings are focused on indirect speeches. These are the ways by which a person creates a semantic web of 
meanings. An author named J. L. Austin in his book How to Do Things with Words (1962) that there is difference between ‘constative’ 
and ‘performative’ utterances. In constative there is a description, and in the performative there is a subjective approach instead of 
finishing the matter with the yes/no references.  
 
 The differences between the constative and performative are not very clear but it is for sure the performative is more dealing 
with the meaning. Austin has given one more distinction among the Locutionary, illocutionary and perlocutionary utterances.  
 
 Locutionary is the sequence of sounds with the sense and reference. Illocutionary is the application of what is said as asking 
question, taking data. According to the Butler (1982) “Informing, ordering, warning, undertaking and the like as illocutionary, while 
those of convincing, persuading, deterring, surprising, misleading, and so on, are perlocutionary.”  
 
 Austin divides the illocutionary acts into some major categories: Verdictive, Exercitives (related to power), Commissives 
(determinative), Behavities (social behavior like attitude, apologies and congratulations).  
 
 There was an important study of Searle (1969) regarding the same. He made the distinction between the propositional and the 
illocutionary force indicators. The content rules of preparing sentence are: 

 Propositional rules for the future actions by the receiver. 
 Preparatory rules when having the faith in the receiver that the person can do the work. 
 Sincerity rules when a performer is bound for performing the task.  
 Essential rules construct the sentences where the person is instructed clearly with specification to perform anything or eliciting 

the information from the receiver.  
 Assertion rule is to find the suitable words to fit the situation which is also called word to word fit. 

 
 Fraser’s taxonomy has eight types of verbs asserting, evaluating, stipulating, requesting, suggesting, committing, exercising 
authority, and acts reflecting the speaker's attitude. 
 
 The most important part in illocution is the ‘Illocution Point or force’ where the speaker intends to speak. Mittwoch(1976) 
pointed out that it is not possible to separate the illocutionary force from grammatical pattern.(mood).  
 
 The difference between the said sentences and the meaning conveyed needs to be understood. The meaning of the statement is 
much depending on the listener. What is assumed by a listener may differ at different levels. This can be represented like this: 
 
 Strong Promise A A, B, C I Shall return your money. (Speakers’s Intention) 
 Week Probability A B, C I might return your money. (Listeners’ Assumption) 
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 Except for A himself, the other are just misunderstanding the meaning of the statement. 
 
 The details discussed up to now have given a very clear vision of the terms related to construct a functional English curriculum. 
While exploring the basics one can move further in going more precise about its all components to move in the right direction. 
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